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The Farthest bridge
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10.0 INTRODUCTION
Arnhem is a simulation of the Allied airborne operation in the Netherlands, September 1944.  

10.1 FIRST PLAYER
The Allied player is the first player throughout the game (see 3.0).

11.0 REINFORCEMENTS
Enter reinforcements in the hexes listed, or in any hexes within the hex-range listed (inclusive) at the beginning of each respective player’s movement phase or mobile movement phase. A unit may move immediately during the same turn it arrives on the map; however, no unit may arrive and end its movement stacked in the same hex with any other unit.

11.1 QUANTITY OF REINFORCEMENTS
Reinforcements generally arrive during specific game turns. Note the term “Allies” refers to US, UK and Polish units.

GERMANY
GAME TURN ONE

Unit Type:
Hexes: 
3-3-7
3907-3916
3-3-7
3907-3916
3-3-7
0701-0901
3-3-7
0701-0901
5-5-10
3824
4-4-7
3925
2-2-12
3326
GAME TURN TWO

3-3-7
3907-3916
5-3-10
0725
4-4-10
0726
GAME TURN THREE
2-2-7
1726-2726
2-2-7
1726-2726
2-3-7
0126-0825
2-3-7
0126-0825
2-3-7
0126-0825
3-4-7
3326
4-3-10
0126-0825
GAME TURN FOUR

4-4-10
3326
GAME TURN FIVE

2-3-7
0701-2301
2-3-7
0701-2301
5-5-10
0701-2301
3-4-7
3326
GAME TURN SEVEN
3-3-7
0901-2301
3-3-7
0901-2301
1-2-7
0901-2301
GAME TURN EIGHT
2-3-7
0901-2301

	POLISH (ALLIES)
GAME TURN FIVE
Unit Type:
Hexes: 
2-2-7 (1/Pol)
Within 7 hexes of Arnhem
2-2-7 (2/Pol)
Within 7 hexes of Arnhem
GAME TURN SEVEN
2-2-7 (3/Pol)
Within 7 hexes of Arnhem


UNITED STATES (ALLIES)
GAME TURN ONE
Unit Type:
Hexes: 
9 x 2-2-7 
Within 7 hexes of “101st” Drop Zone
9 x 2-2-7 
Within 7 hexes of “82nd” Drop Zone
GAME TURN THREE
2x 2-3-7 (G)
Within 7 hexes of “101st” Drop Zone
GAME TURN SEVEN
2x 2-3-7 (G)
Within 7 hexes of “82nd” Drop Zone


UNITED KINGDOM (ALLIES)
GAME TURN ONE
Unit Type:
Hexes: 
3 x 2-2-7 
Within 7 hexes of “1st” Drop Zone
3 x 2-2-7 (G)
Within 7 hexes of “1st” Drop Zone 
GAME TURN TWO
3 x 2-2-7
Within 7 hexes of “1st” Drop Zone
4-3-10
Enter mapedge adjacent to Eindhoven
3-3-7
Enter mapedge adjacent to Eindhoven
3-3-7
Enter mapedge adjacent to Eindhoven
3-3-10 (E)
Enter mapedge adjacent to Eindhoven
GAME TURN THREE
2 x 4-3-10
Enter mapedge adjacent to Eindhoven
2 x 5-5-7
Enter mapedge adjacent to Eindhoven
GAME TURN FOUR
2 x 5-5-7
Enter mapedge adjacent to Eindhoven
GAME TURN EIGHT
4-3-10
Enter mapedge adjacent to Eindhoven


11.2 WHEN REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE
Reinforcements arrive at the beginning of a player’s movement phase. A unit arriving when the movement phase begins must expend movement points in the first hex entered normally, and may then continue to move thereafter. Mobile units that did not arrive during the movement phase may arrive at the beginning of the mobile movement phase instead, and may continue to move normally thereafter.

11.3 WHERE REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE
Per the hexes or range of hexes listed under 11.1. 

Each airborne unit that is placed in a landing hex is subject to a “scatter” die roll (see 11.4 below). 

11.4 AIRBORNE SCATTER
After placing each Allied airborne unit into a landing hex, the Allied player must roll for scatter, representing the effect of wind drift on the parachutists. To do so, the Allied player simply rolls a six-sided die for each arriving airborne unit (but not any “(G)” unit, which represent gliders). The die roll # corresponds to the six hexes surrounding the chosen landing hex, with hex #1 being the topmost hex (directly west of the landing hex), and then counted in clockwise fashion. For example, a scatter die roll of “4” would be the bottommost hex, directly east of the landing hex.

After each airborne unit’s scatter is rolled, place that unit in the indicated hex.

If an airborne unit’s scatter hex is presently occupied by an enemy unit, or is off the map, it is eliminated.

If an airborne unit’s scatter hex is a city (not merely a town) or a woods (unless a road or a trail is depicted in that woods hex), it is depleted.  

If an airborne unit’s scatter hex is occupied by a friendly unit, it is depleted. Further, it must be relocated to an adjacent unoccupied hex. If no adjacent unoccupied hex exists, that airborne unit must be eliminated.

If an airborne unit’s scatter hex is within the ZOC of any German unit, that airborne unit must be depleted. If an airborne unit’s scatter hex is occupied by a friendly unit and also within the ZOC of a German unit, that airborne unit must be eliminated.

Glider units (1/325, 2/325, 1/327, 2/327, 1B/1 and 7C/1) are subject to a possible crash when landing, if landing in non-Mixed terrain. Whenever any glider unit lands in a non-Mixed hex, the Allied player must roll one 6-sided. If the Allied player rolls a "1" if landing in a Broken hex, a "1-2" if landing in a Rough hex, a "1-3" if landing in a Town or Woods hex, or a "1-4" if landing in a City hex, that glider unit is assumed to have crashed, and must be immediately depleted, or eliminated if crashing within the ZOC of any German unit. 

After any airborne unit has completed its landing, that unit may then move normally, per 11.2. In fact, the Allied player must land and complete the movement of each airborne unit before landing the next airborne unit. When moving any airborne unit, the landing hex must be counted as that unit's first move, if it continues to move after landing. An airborne unit that lands within an enemy ZOC may then exit that ZOC, but only if it does not enter any other enemy ZOC during that same movement. 

11.5 REINFORCEMENTS AND COMBAT
Reinforcements may participate in combat normally during the combat phase of the same turn they arrive. If a reinforcement unit’s arrival hex is occupied by any enemy unit, the reinforcement may not arrive until a turn wherein that hex is no longer occupied by an enemy unit.

12.0 LINES OF COMMUNICATION (DROP ZONES)
Three Allied Drop Zone markers are to be set-up on the map when the game begins (see 18.0), representing the supply drop zones for the various airborne divisions; if any drop zone hex is currently occupied by a German unit, three “+3” Allied support fire markers must be removed from the game, and the Allied support fire allotment must therefore be reduced by three as of each subsequent game-turn’s allotment. If two or more Allied drop zone hexes are currently occupied by any German units, all of the “+3” Allied support fire markers must be removed from the game, and the Allied support fire allotment must therefore be reduced by six as of each subsequent game-turn’s allotment.

NOTE: if a UK drop zone hex becomes occupied by a German unit, the Allied player must remove three UK “+3” markers from the game. If, however, a US drop zone hex becomes occupied by a German unit, the Allied player must remove three US “+3” markers from the game.

13.0 ENEMY ZONES OF CONTROL
Reinforcements may be placed into an enemy zone of control, but must abide by the normal rules (see 6.0).

14.0 BRIDGE DEMOLITION
The instant any Allied unit enters any hex adjacent to any bridge hexside and within the movement range (in terms of hexes, not MP) of any German unit, the German player may attempt to demolish that bridge (halting the Allied unit’s movement temporarily, if necessary). To do so, the German player rolls a die for any bridge within movement range of a German unit; that bridge is demolished if the die roll is a 1-3 if a canal bridge, 1-2 if a railroad bridge, or a 1 if a highway bridge. 

The German player may not attempt to demolish any bridge that began the current game turn adjacent to any Allied unit.

Bridge demolition is entirely optional, though once a bridge is demolished, it is considered demolished until repaired by the Allied engineer unit (see 14.2). The German player may never repair any demolished bridge.

14.1 DEMOLISHED BRIDGES
A demolished bridge immediately becomes a river or stream hexside. All normal combat and movement restrictions then apply to that hexside, as if a normal river or stream.

NOTE: Any unit is eligible to attack across any non-bridged river (even an non-bridged river that is prohibited to movement), although no unit may ever advance into a hex across any non-bridged river that is prohibited to movement. Likewise, no unit may ever retreat across any non-bridged river that is prohibited to movement.

14.2 BRIDGE REPAIR
During the Allied movement phase or mobile movement phase, the Allied player is eligible to repair any demolished bridge within movement range (in terms of hexes, not MP) of the Allied engineer unit, but only if the bridge to be repaired is not presently adjacent to any German unit, or within any German unit’s ZOC. To do so, the Allied player rolls one die per bridge within the engineer unit’s movement range; that bridge is considered to be repaired if the die roll is a 5-6 if a canal bridge or a railroad bridge, or 4-6 if a highway bridge. Repair is optional, but if repaired, the repair remains in effect for the duration of that same player turn (though an eligible German unit may attempt another demolition of a repaired bridge during any subsequent turn, per 14.0). No German unit may ever repair a demolished bridge.

15.0 RIVER CROSSING
An engineer unit may be employed by the Allied player to permit Allied units (including the engineer unit itself) to cross a river or stream hexside (that is not within any German unit’s ZOC) as if it were a bridge hexside. To do so, the Allied engineer unit must be within movement range (in terms of hexes, not MP) of one (only) specific river or stream hexside (either side of the hex) during the Allied movement phase or mobile movement phase. That specified hexside is therefore considered a bridged hexside (which is not subject to demolition by the German player) for the entirety of that game turn. If that hexside is a demolished bridge hexside, it is only considered a bridged hexside per this rule; that is, the demolished bridge across that hexside is not considered to be repaired by virtue of this rule. A demolished bridge will remain “demolished” until repaired per 14.2. Nevertheless, a bridged hexside (even if also a demolished bridge hexside that has not been repaired) permits movement across that river or stream hexside in the same way. The road movement bonus is not interrupted when moving into a river or stream hexside currently bridged by the Allied engineer unit, if within its movement range (in terms of hexes, not MP).

A bridged hexside may remain as a bridged hexside until the Allied player designates another different river or stream hexside (within the engineer unit’s movement range) as a bridged hexside. The Allied player may opt to designate a different river or stream hexside to be bridged at any time, but no two different river or stream hexsides may ever be utilized as bridged hexsides during the same game turn.

A bridged hexside permits any unit (including German) to attack across that hexside per the bridge terrain type, if the Allied player had designated or utilized that hexside as bridged during that same game turn.

16.0 SUPPORT FIRE COORDINATION
The Allied player may allocate his support fire markers per 8.3 normally, though he may never apply more than one UK support fire marker to any combat (whether attacking or defending) involving only US units, nor may the Allied player ever apply more than one US support fire marker to any combat (whether attacking or defending) involving only UK units.

The Allied player may, allocate any support fire markers (UK and/or US) normally to any attacks involving both UK and US units. 

This restriction is not applicable to Polish units; any support fire markers may be applied to Polish units.

17.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS
The Allied player wins the game if he can, at any time (even if only momentarily), occupy at least two of the Arnhem hexes (3423, 3523 or 3524) with any Allied non-airborne/non-glider units. If the Allied player only occupies (even if only momentarily) one of the Arnhem hexes with an Allied non-airborne/non-glider unit, the game is a draw. If none of the Arnhem hexes have been occupied by any Allied non-airborne/non-glider unit, the game is a German victory.

18.0 SCENARIOS
Arnhem has one historic scenario of Operation Market Garden in September of 1944. Three Allied airborne divisions were paradropped up to 60 miles behind the front lines as an attempt to establish a secure bridgehead across the Neder Rijn River at Arnhem, also see 18.1.

Set-up the following units in the hexes indicated below. Set-up locations have no other impact on game play.

GERMANY
Unit Type:
Hexes: 
2-2-7
2025
2-2-7
2325
2-2-7 (BrDf)
2621
3-3-7
3722
4-4-7
3724
2-2-12 (9S)
3322
2-2-12 (Grsn)
0702


ALLIES:
No Allied units begin the game on the map, though three drop zone markers are placed in the following hexes. The drop zone markers regulate the arrival of the Allied airborne reinforcements:

Drop Zone:
Hexes: 
1st
3919
101st
1007
82nd
2323


18.1 FREE DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO
In this scenario each player secretly records on scratch paper his deployments, writing each unit and the hex number of its placement hex. 

GERMANY
Unit Type:
Hexes: 
2-2-7
Any hex in Germany
2-2-7
Any hex in Germany
2-2-7 (BrDf)
2621
3-3-7
Any hex north of the Neder Rijn River
4-4-7
Any hex north of the Neder Rijn River
2-2-12 (9S)
Any hex north of the Waal River
2-2-12 (Grsn)
Any hex south of the Maas River


No German unit (except the BrDf) may be set-up within two hexes of any city hex, or within five hexes of the southern map edge (except the 2-2-7’s), and no unit may be set-up in violation of the game’s stacking restriction. 

ALLIES:

The Allied player may place his 1st, 101st, and 82nd drop zone markers in any hexes not occupied by a German unit or within Germany proper. 

After both players have written their intended set-up locations for their units, both players simultaneously place those units into the deployment hexes they recorded on the scratch paper. If any Allied Drop Zone marker has become placed in the same hex as any German unit, it must be placed per 18.0 normally instead.
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